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their thoughts are as obvious to others as they are to
themselves. Pkget, indeed, maintained in an earlier
work, The Language and Thought of the Child, that for the
most part a child's expressed thoughts are monologues.
Certainly if this is so it is an added justification for both
giving young children uninterrupted hours for solitary
play and also for encouraging them to share rather thai
to accept ideas. If children look on us, as Piaget suggests,
as foreigners, how boring it must be to have to try to
understand many of our commands.
What, then, does a child use instead of reasoning in his
explorations of his universe ?
He can connect facts together that he sees together—
obviously from an early age he connects a bottle with food
and he soon takes as an essential part of manhood certain
characteristics, a deep voice, a stick, a hat. Again, Piaget
found most boys under eight in Geneva thought that the
moon followed them because as they ran the moon always
seemed to move with them. As the boys felt sure that it
was so, the desire to test their belief was not spontaneous.
There is a youthful assurance about the correctness of
statements that, though delightful, should fade with ex-
perience. Thus a child under six, asked to estimate which
of two weights is heavier, which line longer, hardly ever
hesitates. Nor does he easily learn by experience, for
while he is the centre of his own universe he uses thought
to satisfy desire and not reason which asks for an adherence
to accepted standards of truth.
If then the child is to feel the need of proving his state-
ments in ways to which other people will assent, he must
in all probability find himself in a community that he
cannot understand and which he cannot shape to suit his
desires.
Thus his mental life seems to have three stages, a per-
sonal view-point, an understanding of the view-point of
others and finally an uoderstarklTog: of relations of part and

